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Abstract— Major parts of a crosswind kite power system
based on the ground generation principle can be tested without
risks to the kite in a laboratory or workshop by coupling
the winch(es) to loads, which emulate the kite’s forces (powerhardware-in-the-loop, PHIL). As such tests can be costly and
time consuming, this paper proposes an intermediate step:
Instead of emulating the computed kite loads on a coupled real
load, they are emulated on the existent electrical drives of the
winches. With less effort, the winches turn similarly as if they
where loaded by a real kite. As the loads are virtually present
only, but hardware is involved, one may call this principle
“virtual”-PHIL. Measurements with a small-scale prototype are
presented.

I. M OTIVATION
Kites, or tethered wings, are promising alternatives to
ground based wind turbines for harvesting wind energy (see
e.g. [1]–[3] and references therein): As shown in Fig. 1, a
kite made of soft materials like a paraglider or alternatively
made of rigid materials like a sail plane is tethered to one
or more winches on the ground, where each is connected to
an electrical drive. The kite is flown in crosswind motions
with a high lift force and pulls the tether(s) from the
winch(es). Energy is generated by operating the electrical
drive(s) as generator(s) through regenerative braking. When
the maximum tether length is reached, the kite is flown to
a low force position like the zenith, and/or pitched down,
and reeled back in. A rigid kite can also dive towards the
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Illustration of crosswind kite power with ground generation.

ground winch(es) for minimal reel-in time. During the reel-in
phase, only a fraction of the generated energy is dissipated
by operating the electrical drive(s) as motor(s). If more than
one winch and drive is used, the winches are also (partly)
responsible to steer the kite on the flight path.
Compared to conventional wind power, crosswind kite
power promises to harvest wind energy in higher altitudes
with stronger and steadier wind by needing only a fraction of
the construction material. Hence, it promises to have a higher
capacity factor, lower capital investments, and in the end a
lower Levelized Cost Of Electricity. A mechanical output
power of 2 MW was already achieved by a commercial soft
kite by SkySails [4].
Hardware-in-the-Loop (HIL) simulations or power-HIL
(PHIL) simulations, respectively, are essential for a costeffective development, particularly for this technology as a
failure can cause a crash and loss of the kite. One PHIL
simulation possibility is shown in Fig. 2 [5]: The tether(s)
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Fig. 2. Power-Hardware-in-the-Loop for crosswind kite power with ground
generation.

of the winch(es) of the ground station are connected to load
winch(es) with load electrical drive(s) to emulate the loads
of the kite, which are computed by a simulation model.
Consequently, control algorithms can be tested with the
complete ground station hardware under full power without
risks to the kite. Moreover, failure modes can be found with

II. C LASSIFICATION
Fig. 3 visualizes possible “in-the-loop”-simulations applied for an electrical drive (see also e.g. [8] and references
therein): Model-in-the-Loop (MIL) is a dynamic simulation
of the developed controller and a simulation model. In
Software-in-the-Loop (SIL) the controller is implemented
and tested in the target programming language and controls a
software model which is either written in the same programming language or interfaced via a communication interface.
In Hardware-in-the-Loop (HIL) a part of the hardware is
involved, but usually only on signal level: E.g. a signal
generator emulates measured electrical signals for the power
electronics in the same format as voltage sensors, current
sensors or encoders would output. The next step would be the
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reduced effort at any weather condition in a laboratory or
workshop. However, this PHIL simulation setup imposes
difficulties: (i) The load winch contributes a rather high
inertia that might be not present if a kite was attached.
(ii) A rather complex load must be designed and constructed,
which has a higher rated torque and power than the winch(es)
under test to account for losses, and which has its own tether
guidance system. (iii) Provisions for tether breaks must be
made to minimize risks to the testing personal. (iv) High
replacement costs and delays can emerge when failures lead
to uncontrolled tether entanglement around the equipment.
(v) To avoid (ii)–(iv), a load drive could be coupled directly
to the shaft of a winch to emulate the kite loads. However,
this could increase design costs or is (almost) impossible
e.g. if the electrical machines and winches are one integrated
assembly without shaft extension.
As a cost- and time-saving alternative or preliminary step
of the described PHIL, this paper proposes to use the existent
electrical drive(s) to also emulate the load torque(s). As a
consequence, the winch(es) behave/turn as if tether(s) of
a kite were pulling, but despite loss and inertial torques,
torques are only existent in software and thus “virtual”. As
(power-) hardware is tested, but only small power flows
emerge, let us call this method “virtual”-PHIL (VPHIL).
Applying virtual loads to an electrical drive has been
proposed previously in [6], [7] for a BLDC motor. This
study generalizes and extends the concepts to a general
electrical drive with constraints and applies it for crosswind
kite power with ground generation as well as shows its
benefits for this application. The contribution of this study
can be summarized as follows: (i) Proposal and classification
of VPHIL simulations for crosswind kite power with ground
generation as example. (ii) Mathematical problem description
of the drive control for crosswind kite power with ground
generation. (iii) Description of a proposed VPHIL solution.
(vi) Exemplary demonstration of VPHIL on a small-scale
three-winch prototype with simulation/measurement results.
This paper is organized as follows: Sec. II classifies
VPHIL in view of other “in-the-loop” simulations. Sec. III
formulates the problem and Sec. IV proposes a solution.
Measurement results from a small-scale prototype are shown
in Sec. V. Finally, conclusions are given in Sec. VI.
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Fig. 3. “In-the-Loop” simulations for electrical drives. Paths and blocks
which involve higher power are drawn thicker.

proposed VPHIL simulation followed by PHIL. The final test
case can also be called Plant-in-the-Loop (PIL). MIL, SIL
and HIL allow the testing of the controller without risks to
equipment and testing personal. Particularly, possible crashes
of the kite happen only in a software model. In VPHIL the
risks are still small, since almost only the rotational energies
of the winches are involved.

III. P ROBLEM D ESCRIPTION
In the following, a simplified crosswind kite power model
comprising an electrical drive model is derived. Fig. 4
(uncolored parts) shows the block diagram representation of
the derived equations.
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Fig. 4. Block diagram of a crosswind kite power model comprising an electrical drive model (uncolored parts) and proposed VPHIL solution (green
modification), where the kite dynamics and loads are simulated.

A. Shaft Dynamics of a Winch/Electrical Drive
The shaft dynamics can be described by Newton’s axioms
L̇(t) = MΣ (t),
ϕ̇(t) =

JΣ−1 L(t),
| {z }

L(t0 ) = L0

(1)

ϕ(t0 ) = ϕ0

(2)

=:ω(t)

with torque sum MΣ (t)
 ∈ R2[Nm]
 at time t ∈ R [s], angular
momentum
L(t)
∈
R
kg
m
/s
, initial angular momentum


L0 ∈ R kg m2/s at initial time t0 ∈ R [s], inertia sum
JΣ ∈ R kg m2 , angular velocity ω(t) ∈ R [rad/s], angular
position ϕ(t) ∈ R [rad] and initial angular position ϕ0 ∈
R [rad]. As the winch and the electrical machine (possibly
with a gearbox) are attached to the shaft, the torque sum is
MΣ (t) = MM (t) + Mt (t) + Md (t)

(3)

with machine torque MM (t) ∈ R [Nm], tether torque from
the winch Mt (t) ∈ R [Nm] and disturbance torque Md (t) ∈
R [Nm] which comprises e.g. friction. If a gearbox is used,
MM (t) would be scaled by the gear ratio, but is not considered here.
The torques MM (t) and Mt (t) are further derived in the
next subsections.
B. Tether Torque/Kite

vt (t)
r(t)


cos ψ(t) cos θ(t) vw (t)
a(t) :=
r(t)
p
3
CL (t)2 + CD,Σ (t)2
1
3
b(t) := ρ(t)Ar(t)
2
CD,Σ (t)2
ω(t) =

(6)
(7)
(8)

into (5) and then into (4) yields

The tether torque is given by
Mt (t) = r(t)Ft (t)

and the tether force Ft (t) are in balance, i.e. Ft (t) =
Fae (t).
The tether force is then given by

2


1
Ft (t) = ρ(t)A cos ψ(t) cos θ(t) vw (t) − vt (t)
2
p
3
CL (t)2 + CD,Σ (t)2
(5)
CD,Σ (t)2


3
with air density ρ(t) ∈ R kg/m
 2 , the kite’s characteristic
(projected wing-) area A ∈ R m , azimuth angle ψ(t) ∈
R [rad] (i.e. angle between tether projected to ground and
wind), elevation angle θ(t) ∈ R [rad] (i.e. angle between
tether and ground), wind speed vw (t) ∈ R [m/s], tether
speed vt (t) ∈ R [m/s], lift coefficient CL (t) ∈ R [1] and
drag coefficient sum CD,Σ (t) ∈ R [1] (compare e.g. with [2,
Chap. 2, Eq. 2.30]). Inserting

(4)

with tether force Ft (t) ∈ R [N] and winch radius r(t) ∈
R [m], which can be time dependent if the tether is wound
up in several layers. A simplified expression for the tether
force can be found with the following assumption:
Assumption 1: Gravitational and inertial forces are small
compared to aerodynamic forces, i.e. mk +mt ≈ 0 with
kite mass mk ∈ R [kg] and tether mass mt ∈ R [kg].
Furthermore, the tether is straight. Consequently, the
aerodynamic force generated by the kite Fae (t) ∈ R [N]

2
Mt (t) = b(t) a(t) − ω(t) ,

(9)

where a(t) and b(t) are time dependent functions.
Note, if multiple winches are used on ground, Ft (t) is
distributed among the winches and only leads to a (slightly)
modified function b(t).
C. Electrical Drive with Torque Control: SMPMSM as Example
In the following a surface mounted permanent magnet synchronous machine (SMPMSM) is modeled as one example of
an electrical machine type. Similar results can be found for

other types of electrical machines. The results are generalized
in the next subsection. The following information can be
found similarly in a standard text book on electrical drives
(see e.g. [9], [10]).
The following assumption(s) are imposed on the
SMPMSM:
Assumption 2: Magnetomotive force and magnetic flux are
distributed radially only (i.e. the machine is regarded
2D) and radially sinusoidal (fundamental wave model).
Moreover, the magnetic properties are linear, current
independent and direction independent (d-inductance is
equal to q-inductance and constant), no eddy currents
are regarded, all parameters are independent of the
temperature and all windings have identical properties.
The stator current dynamics of a SMPMSM in the field
oriented reference frame “k” with abscissa d and ordinate
q is then given by

To keep the currents within safe bounds (e.g. within
the rated current), iqs,ref (t), or equivalently MM,ref (t), is
saturated, i.e. (14) is replaced by
iqs,ref (t) = iqs,ref,sat (t) =

MM,ref,sat (t)
3
2 pΨPM

(15)

with



for MM,ref (t) > MM,sat (t)
MM,sat (t)
MM,ref,sat (t) = −MM,sat (t) for MM,ref (t) < −MM,sat (t)


MM,ref (t)
else
(16)
where MM,ref,sat (t) ∈ R [Nm] is the saturated torque reference and MM,sat (t) ∈ R [Nm] is the saturation (maximal
achievable) torque (which can be time dependent).
D. Generalized Electrical Drive Model

Similar relations and controllers can be found for most
other types of electrical machines which motivates the formu(10)
lation of a generalized electrical drive model: The reference
∗
torque is saturated and tracked with a first order delay,
 i.e. (10)–(15) can be replaced by
d q
1 q
q
d
i (t) =
u (t) − Rs is (t) − pω(t)Ls is (t) − pω(t)ΨPM
{z
}
|
dt s
Ls s

1
∗
MM,ref,sat (t) − MM (t) , MM (t0 ) = MM,0 ,
ṀM (t) =
(11)
TM
(17)
with initial conditions
where TM ∈ R>0 [s] is a time constant and MM,0 ∈ R [Nm]
ids (t0 ) = ids,0 and iqs (t0 ) = iqs,0 ,
(12) is the initial torque. Note that this model has validity in a
wide operation range, also if parts of Assumptions 2–3 are
where ids (t), ids,0 , iqs (t), iqs,0 ∈ R [A] are the (initial) d- and q- not made.
currents, Ls ∈ R [H] is the inductance, uds (t), uqs (t) ∈ R [V]
are the d- and q-voltages, Rs ∈ R [Ω] is the resistance, p ∈ E. Problem of Virtual-Power-Hardware-in-the-Loop
R [1] is the number of pole pairs, and ΨPM ∈ R [Vs] is the
The VPHIL problem can be formulated as follows: Find
permanent magnet flux linkage. The machine torque (air gap a system setup where Mt (t) is computed by a software
torque) is given by
model and only virtually applied to the (real) electrical drive
with minimal hardware efforts but similar resulting system
3
(13) behavior.
MM (t) = pΨPM iqs (t).
2
IV. P ROPOSED S OLUTION
PI field oriented control for the d- and the q-currents, with

1 d
d d
is (t) =
us (t) − Rs ids (t) + pω(t)Ls iqs (t)
|
{z
}
dt
Ls

disturbance rejection (of the terms marked with * in (10)–
(11)), is considered. For a simplified model of the drive, the
following additional assumption is made:
Assumption 3: No voltage saturation is regarded, i.e. the
output of the current controllers uds (t), uqs (t) are not
saturated. Moreover, the voltages are applied without
delay.
Assumption 3 implies a linear dynamic behavior and is valid
for small ω(t) compared to the rated speed. Moreover, field
weakening is not regarded, so that the d-current reference is
always zero, ids,ref (t) = 0. In view of (13), the reference for
the q-current is then set to
MM,ref (t)
iqs,ref (t) = 3
,
2 pΨPM

(14)

where MM,ref (t) ∈ R [Nm] is the reference torque from a
superimposed controller. It can be shown that iqs,ref (t) and
thus MM,ref (t) are tracked with a first-order delay.

A. Virtual Load Torque Addition
The block diagram of Fig. 4 visualizes the proposed
solution as green modification: Mt (t) is computed by a
software model of the kite and added virtually (in software)
to MM,ref (t), instead at the winch (as real mechanical
torque). The torque reference from the flight controller is
(additionally) saturated to the maximum machine torque,
since this would be the limit for the real machine in the
real application. This method can be seen as if the existing
drive also generates the load.
B. Torque Reference Saturation Within the Flight Controller
Within the “flight control” block in Fig. 4, MM,ref (t) may
be further saturated: As an example, a tether can only sustain
tension but no compression. Consequently, it is meaningful
that the flight controller outputs only negative torques (if
negative angular velocity corresponds to reeling-in), i.e.
MM,ref (t) ∈ R<0 .

(18)

Such measures have no effect on the proposed VPHIL
solution.
C. Virtual Machine Torque, Virtual Current and Virtual
Power for a SMPMSM
As the electrical machine is turning as if it was loaded
by a kite, machine torque, q-current and power have a real
component and a virtual component (in the following marked
by ˜). Instead of the real values, the total virtual values
(i.e. real component plus virtual component, in the following
marked by ˆ) must be used as feedback, e.g. for the flight
controller to control the (total virtual) power of the winch(es).
The true machine torque component of a SMPMSM is
given by (13) whereas the virtual component is equal to
M̃M (t) = −Mt (t),

(19)

where Mt (t) is computed by the simulation model of the
kite. The total virtual machine torque is
3
pΨPM iqs (t) − Mt (t). (20)
2
Similarly, the real component of the q-current is present
in the power electronics and machine and is measured by
the current sensors, whereas the virtual component can be
expressed by
M̂M (t) = MM (t) + M̃M (t) =

ĩqs (t) =

−Mt (t)
3
2 pΨPM

generator or a load generator (and the necessary interfacing),
see Fig. 3.
It should also be noted that in-between HIL and VPHIL
in Fig. 3 an unloaded test could be added, which would be
the same as the proposed VPHIL solution with Mt (t) = 0.
However, such a test has only limited value: If a saturation
in the flight controller as in (18) is applied, the test will not
work as the tether(s) can only be reeled-in. Moreover, as the
measured power is small, no power control can be tested.
Consequently, the system’s behavior can be much different
from the real system with kite, contrary to the proposed
VPHIL simulation.
V. I MPLEMENTATION AND M EASUREMENTS WITH A
S MALL -S CALE P ROTOTYPE
VPHIL is being applied to test a small-scale crosswind kite
power ground station prototype in the author’s laboratory,
before testing the system with a kite in the field.
A. Hardware and Software Setup
Fig. 5 shows a photograph of the small-scale ground
station prototype developed by the authors at the University
of California, Irvine. The ground station consists of three

(21)

leading to a total virtual q-current of
îqs (t) = iqs (t) + ĩqs (t) = iqs (t) +

−Mt (t)
.
3
2 pΨPM

(22)

Finally, the real component of the (mechanical) power is
P (t) = MM (t)ω(t)

(23)

whereas the virtual component is
P̃ (t) = −Mt (t)ω(t)

(24)

and the total virtual power is

P̂ (t) = P (t) + P̃ (t) = MM (t) − Mt (t) ω(t).

(25)
Fig. 5. VPHIL laboratory setup of the small-scale three-winches ground
station prototype.

D. Discussion

The proposed solution is valid for small TM and fast
measurements of ω(t) and ϕ(t), which is usually the case
as TM and the measurement times are in the magnitude of
milliseconds. Further, the proposed solution is valid if
−MM,sat (t) ≤ MM,ref (t) + Mt (t) ≤ MM,sat (t),

(26)

which is also usually the case, as the real torque is only used
to overcome inertia and losses in the drive. Consequently, the
system behaves similarly to a real loaded system with a kite
(assuming a good kite model). Only small energies like the
rotational energy of the winches are involved, but testing the
winches and controllers up to full speed is possible, also with
advanced concepts such as field weakening.
Note that unlike HIL and PHIL, the proposed VPHIL
does not require any additional hardware such as a signal

winches with direct drive hub SMPMSMs mounted to an
aluminum frame and each connected to an inverter. The
inverters are connected to a host computer via a USBserial interface. The host computer executes the flight controller and the simulation model with 100 Hz control cycle
frequency. The microcontroller on each inverter executes
the field oriented PI current controllers as well as velocity
controllers with 8 kHz control cycle frequency and 16 kHz
switching frequency. The currents in the three phases, the
DC link voltage and the electrical position from binary hall
sensors (i.e. the measured position is discretized in 2π
6 radsteps) are measured. The position, the angular velocity and
the load torque are estimated by a Kalman Filter on each
inverter’s microcontroller.

B. Results
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